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Introduction

• For over 20 years health information technology (HIT) has 
been touted as the solution to the American healthcare crisis.  
Despite billions of  dollars spent malalignment persists. 

• Physician Burnout has become the fourth pillar of  healthcare 
reform.

• This Summit is bringing together stakeholders to create a 
platform of  common understanding and working towards a 
common solution.
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• Stakeholders from electronic health information vendors, clinicians, health 
systems leaders, specialty societies, and standards organizations where invited 
to participate. 

• Prior to the meeting stakeholders were asked to fill out a survey. We received 
responses from 13 vendors, 11 clinicians, 6 specialty society leaders, 6 health 
systems leaders, and 6 leaders from standards organizations.

• Those survey results have been collated using qualitative analysis software 
(nVivo 11).

• Responses were imported into nVivo.  Two independent reviewers coded the 
data and established common themes.  A third reviewer was available when 
consensus could not be achieved. The themes were analyzed for frequency, 
convergence and intensity.  We encoded over 500 responses.
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Administrative Burden
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Administrative Burden
Positive

• None

Negative
• Little or no interest within administrative leadership. – Clinician

• Data collection mandated by the government, registries, administrative legal 
threat prevention and so on. – Vendor

• Some hospitals are trying to  avoid interoperability completely by assuming the 
EMR can solve all problems, eliminating the need for interoperability... – Vendor

• Lack of  interest among administrators and vendors. – Standards Leader

• Lack of  understanding of  complexity – Systems Leader

• I have seen CEOs impact clinical workflow to drive data collection for 
certifications for the purpose of  marketing efforts. I have seen administrators 
impacting productivity to gather data on productivity. – Vendor
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Advocacy
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Advocacy

Positive
• Continue to advocate for the use of  the data from the registries to be used in a 

meaningful way for both providers and hospitals. – Systems Leader

• The ACC data collection questionnaires are the exact type of  conversation we want 
to have with our data and that is at the core of  this entire mission of  making HIT 
data meaningful. This effort could serve as a template to the entire field. – Vendor

Negative
• Lack of  demand from provider networks for truly semantic interoperability. –Vendor

• Lack of  knowledge/education about requirements for both syntactic and semantic 
interoperability – Vendor
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Financial

Positive

• Great billing systems for FFS – Clinician

• Decreased the risk for fraudulent charges or missed charge capture. – Systems Leader

• Streamlines coding and billing – Specialty Society

• Reduced costs – Specialty Society

Negative
• The root problem comes from billing that promotes long, unreadable notes that are 

unnecessary and actually counterproductive for clinical care. – Clinician

• One of  the hidden barriers to interoperability is the licensing arrangements around 
the clinical coding of  data. The code sets used to express clinical data should be 
freely and openly available. – Standards Leader

• We must be very careful not to let the cost of  electronic health data collection outrun 
the actual value. – Vendor

• Remove distorted economics. – Vendor



Semantic Interoperability
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Semantic Interoperability

Positive
• Data and Information Exchange – Clinician

• Basic terminology is available for labs, meds, diagnoses to be entered, measured 
and reported/shared outside the system. – Standards Leader

Negative
• Inconsistent terminology between vendors and healthcare organizations – Vendor

• Interoperability standards tend to focus on the transfer protocol (how data is 
packaged) and not on the data  schema (what data elements mean) – Vendor

• Current standards lack the precision necessary to enable systems to interpret data 
consistently and reliably. – Standards Leader

• The lack of  a standard cardiology data lexicon – Clinician
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Syntactic Interoperability
Positive

• We currently have our images and reporting integrated with our EMR for both PACS and 
ECG systems. – Systems Leader

• PACS Structured Reporting – Vendor

• Imaging works – Systems Leader

Negative
• Different systems for different hospitals, locations, clinics – Clinician

• Lack of  portability of  records between health systems. Despite having all records stored 
electronically, records must still be printed and scanned into individual EHRs. – Clinician

• Each of  the major vendors has created their down data structures and API’s to interact directly 
with their systems – Vendor

• Although the industry is currently focused on FHIR as a solution, the current FHIR standard 
is not interoperable and may replicate the limitations of  earlier standards. – Standards Leader
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Quality & Patient Safety
Positive

• Patient engagement through patient portals – Vendor

• Interoperability helps provide not only efficiencies to our customers but improves our 
software’s ability to assist the user in reducing interpretation errors. – Vendor

• Error reduction by combining information through interoperability from available sources. –
Vendor

Negative
• Lack of  infallible unique patient identification – Clinician

• [T]he top bar is better patient care…a usable electronic health information system alone cannot 
deliver this; it can even negatively impact it. – Vendor

• [A]s a physician in a “snowbird belt”, need ability to access studies done by “the doc up north” 
to improve care. – Specialty Society

• We have created a data entry tool, not tools that support the delivery of  high quality and cost-
effective care. – Standards Leader



Reports
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Reports
Positive

• We have had success in integrating our reporting and imaging systems with our 
EMR. – Vendor

• Using secure systems, one can enter and retrieve items from an individual’s 
medical record remotely. – Clinician

Negative
• The amount of  redundant verbiage in documentation is overwhelming.  It would 

be nice to have a way to cut to the chase! – Clinician

• The root problem comes from billing that promotes long, unreadable notes that 
are unnecessary and actually counterproductive for clinical care. – Clinician

• Documentation burden - quantity of  data, inefficient methods, lack of  
keyboarding skills, interference in patient /provider interaction - all contribute to 
a decrease in the satisfaction that providers would otherwise experience in their 
interaction with patients. – Clinician

• We have replicated paper records. – Standards Leader



Workflow
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Workflow

• Positive
• The discrete workflows within each module function well. These discrete workflows range 

from physician result creation to business intelligence at the department and system levels. 
– Vendor

• Discrete data flow between same vendor systems seems to be the best working parts of  
electronic health information systems. – Vendor 

• Immediate and location-independent access to test results and clinical notes. – Clinician

• Negative
• Invasion of  personal time. – Clinician

• Poor usability design of  EHRs – lack of  consistent UI, workflow support. – Standards 
Leader

• Negative impact on speed of  clinical workflow that is in conflict with patient care and 
RVUs. – Vendor
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Common Ground

Administrative burden is a problem. It is now time to address the 
gaps between the stakeholders and begin working on solutions.

1. The ACC is well positioned to lead efforts to improve interoperability.

2. True interoperability will reduce costs and physician burn-out.

3. We need to build data collection into the workflow.

4. We need to support team-based documentation (including the patient).

5. We must build & disseminate best practices in clinical reports.

6. Unique Patient Identifiers (private & secure) are critical to promote 
interoperability at the patient level.



The Gaps

1. The true cost of  data collection for quality and patient safety 
is underappreciated.

2. Interoperability standards are not sufficiently constrained; this 
leads to unlimited flavors.  FHIR is no exception.

3. There is a lack of  leadership that crosses stakeholder groups 
around clinical terminology.

4. There is a lack of  leadership around interoperability 
standards. 

5. Electronic health information vendors are not appropriately 
incentivized to promote interoperability.
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